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▪ Title: Improvements on the Slice Method for External Spur and Helical Gear 
Loaded Tooth Contact Analysis

▪ Objective: Improve the slice method, used in the LTCA of external spur and 
helical gears, to bridge the gap between analytical and FE methods, and more 
accurately capture 3D effects.

▪ Focus: External spur and helical gears (shafts, bearings, and housings are 
neglected, or assumed infinitely stiff).  Models that practical for use in industry.

▪ Collaboration: This work uses software developed by Divergent Solutions LLC, 
and will use SMT MASTA for verification purposes, along with other software.  
Validation with experimental data will not be performed, since manufacturing 
errors, misalignment, bearing stiffness, and housing stiffness are neglected in 
the models.



▪ What is LTCA?

▪ Geometry Creation

▪ Geometry Discretization

▪ Tooth Discretization

▪ LTCA Setup

▪ Commerical Gear Software on the Market

▪ General LTCA Methods

▪ LTCA Analytical Tooth Stiffness Models

▪ Downside of the Decoupled Slice Method

▪ 3 Tier Gear Design

▪ What Separates Different Software?

▪ Improvements Implemented in Dissertation

▪ Looking Forward



▪ Loaded tooth contact analysis (LTCA) models the meshing of a loaded gear 
pair over the range of the mesh cycle, through discretization of the 
geometry of the mating gears for both stiffness and contact, to determine 
outputs such as contact pressure, contact pattern, transmission error, and 
,directly or indirectly, bending stress.

▪ On the other hand, tooth contact analysis (TCA), models the meshing of a 
gear pair over the range of the mesh cycle through discretization of the 
geometry of the mating gears only for contact, and not for stiffness, and 
models an interference between the mating gears, to determine contact 
pattern.

▪ Quasi-static loaded tooth contact analysis (SLTCA), performs the LTCA at 
discretized points in a cycle, the discretization size determined by the user 
to accurately capture the changing number of teeth in contact in the mesh, 
neglecting dynamic effects.

▪ Dynamic loaded tooth contact analysis (DLTCA), performs the LTCA at 
discretized points in a cycle, the discretization size determined by the 
integration scheme and the highest frequency the user wishes to  
accurately capture, including dynamic effects.

▪ Most commercial gearbox focused software models SLTA, and not TCA or 
DLTCA.

TCA in IGD

LTCA in MASTA



▪ The geometry of the gear can be created in various ways, with various degrees of fidelity.

1. Segment Approach: Uses analytical equations to derive the tip, flank, fillet, and root 
separately, then stitches them together.

2. 2D Kinematics Approach: Uses the kinematics of a 2D cutting tool to numerically 
derive the entire profile of the tooth.

3. 3D Kinematics Approach: Uses the kinematics of a 3D cutting tool to numerically 
derive the entire profile of the tooth.

4. 3D Kinetics Approach: Uses the cutting motion of a 3D cutting tool along with a 
numerical or analytical approach to capture the cutting forces from the deformed or 
undeformed chips.

▪ The fidelity of the geometry creation will affect the fillet geometry (including steps in the root) 
and flank geometry (including the ability to capture effects like bias introduced by grinding).

Segment Approach 

(GearDyn)
2D Kinematics Approach 

(MASTA)

3D Kinematics Approach 

(IGD)

3D Kinetics Approach 

(SPARTApro)



▪ The discretization of the geometry of the gear teeth can be 
separated into stiffness and contact discretization.

▪ The discretization size for the stiffness and contact is not always 
the same.

▪ Most, if not all, models are numerical, which means the profile 
has to be discretized to some degree, and is not continuous.

▪ The forces at the contact nodes are solved for, and then mapped 
to the elements used for the stiffness discretization, to capture 
the deflection of the teeth, which then moves the contact nodes.

▪ This is an iterative process, which is repeated until convergence 
of the solution.

▪ For analytical models, the stiffness of the tooth can be derived 
from simplified models of the geometry of the tooth, like flat or 
tapered plates/beams, all the way to finely discretized models 
which capture the true geometry of the gear.

▪ For FE models, a lot of modern software use a coarse mesh for 
the stiffness of the tooth with analytical models for the stiffness 
of the contact.  The user needs to make sure the tooth is not too 
coarse, in order to accurately capture the stiffness and 
deflection of the teeth.



▪ The stiffness of a gear tooth can be separated into 6 components, 
representing the 6 DOF of the gear.

▪ The 6 components as a whole act as a set of springs in series.

▪ The 6 components of stiffness are: shear stiffness, normal stiffness, 
axial stiffness, bending stiffness, skew stiffness, and torsional 
stiffness.

▪ In FE models, all 6 DOF are inherently captured.

▪ For analytical models, not all DOF are captured.  The reason for this, 
is some components are more influential than others, so less 
influential components are ignored for computational savings.  Also, 
it can be hard to find analytical solutions for all stiffness 
components.

▪ Most analytical models will capture both the bending and shear 
stiffness, the two most influential stiffness components for most 
models.  The normal stiffness is a less influential component, but is 
commonly modeled as well.

▪ The axial stiffness is more important for helical gears with axial 
loads.

▪ The skew and torsional stiffness are hard to capture with analytical 
models, due to warping effects. Tooth Stiffness (Springs in Series)



▪ The typical gear LTCA setup, ignoring effects from the bearings, housing and lubricant, is 
shown in the following figures.

▪ The analysis consists of fixing one of the gears, applying a load to the other gear, and 
calculating the outputs, discussed on slide 5, for different points in the mesh cycle, or any 
other system cycle.

▪ The stiffness of a gear is typically broken up into a body, tooth, and contact stiffness.

▪ The contact stiffness is usually the only stiffness that is modeled as nonlinear.

▪ The body, tooth and contact stiffness as a whole act as a set of springs in series.

▪ When there are multiple teeth in contact, the equivalent stiffness of the two pairs of 
contacting teeth as a whole act as a set of springs in parallel.

▪ The gap between contacting pairs of teeth can be from pure tooth spacing, or other effects 
such as microgeometry, misalignment, or manufacturing errors.

Wheel

Pinion



▪ The table to the right shows the majority of the 
commercial ‘gear focused’ software on the market, 
excluding general FEA software (i.e. ANSYS, Abacus 
and NASTRAN), MBD software (i.e. MSC Adams, 
Simpack, Altair SimLab, Recurdyn, AVL EXCITE, 
SimulationX, Amesim and GT-Suite), and 
bevel/hypoid software (GEMS and KIMOS).  DIS is 
the only MBD software included.

▪ Other excluded gear software includes software that 
is not capable of LTCA (i.e. IGS, eAssistant, EXCEL-
LENT, MITCalc and PowerGear) and software that 
uses external software to perform the LTCA include 
(i.e. MESYS and SABR).

▪ MESYS previously was integrated into the Gear 
Production Suite.  SABR has integration into LDP and 
Dontyne.  FVA-Workbench has integration into 
STIRAK.  Romax Nexus has integration into LDP.

▪ DIS and Transmission3D are the only two software in 
the table to employ a time integration scheme to 
perform DLTCA.

▪ FEA software and MBD software are generally all 
capable of DLTCA. WARNING: Double Check with the Software Providers Directly 

To Verify the Data Displayed in the Following Tables.



▪ The general LTCA model types used in commercial 
software, and a few that have been found in literature, are 
shown in the table to the right, with the corresponding 
software package that uses the modeling scheme.

▪ Commercial gear software almost exclusively focuses on 
LTCA models that are more simplified and faster than the 
FEM.

▪ IGD automates the meshing and scripting for creating batch 
runs of LTCA in ANSYS and Abaqus.

▪ The slice method is one of the most popular methods used 
in commercial gear software, with a division on coupling or 
not coupling the slices together.

▪ The hybrid analytical / FEM method can be considered the 
highest fidelity method used in commercial gear software.  

▪ This method uses the FEM for the gear and tooth body 
stiffness, and analytical models for the contact stiffness to 
prevent using a small discretization size with the FEM to 
numerically capture the contact stiffness.

▪ It is common for MBD software to use a pure-rigid geometry 
model.



▪ The slice methods and plate method use analytical/empirical models for the 
formulation of the stiffness of the gears.

▪ The coupled slice method couples the slices together with a coupling stiffness.

▪ It is common to couple the teeth, using an analytical method, to the gear body, which 
uses a FEM implementation, to more accurately capture the stiffness of the gear body.

▪ Slice methods can either use stiffness models for the tooth, contact, and body or it is 
common to use a lumped stiffness from ISO 6336-1, whose method is based off of
Weber’s work, which was correlated to the experimental work of Winter.

▪ Not enough information was available to fill out the table below for all the software.



▪ The decoupled slice method was first introduced by Smith [14], as a quick way to perform LTCA.

▪ The major downside of the decoupled slice method, is that Poisson’s effect cannot be captured.

▪ Vijayakar showed the importance of capturing this effect, and the fact that Poisson’s ratio was responsible for the change in
load distribution across the face width of the tooth.  By setting Poisson’s ratio to 0, he could produce a flat load distribution 
across the face width of the tooth, shown below as the red load distribution [54].

▪ The decoupled slice method is not capable of capturing Poisson’s effect, and end its up following the red flat load distribution
across the face width of the gear, as if Poisson’s ratio is 0.

▪ The other downside of the decoupled slice method is for gears that have an offset, or unequal gear face widths.

▪ Since the slices are not connected to one another, only the slices that have a direct load on them will deflect, while the others 
will not, so their stiffness is not captured.

Poisson’s Effect



▪ The gear design process, ideally, can be separated into three Tiers of gear design.  The higher Tiers increase fidelity at the 
cost of an increase in computation time.

▪ Tier 1: Focus on analytical methods and geometric relationships to perform the initial macrogeoemtry design of single 
pairs.  Excel, MATLAB, or other in-house codes can be used for this initial design.  KISSsoft and Dontyne are commercial 
software that could be used in this part of the design.

▪ Tier 2: Focus on numerical methods and analytical methods to look at the system design of the gear system, in a quasi-static 
environment.  The three big gear commercial software on the market includes Romax Nexus, SMT MASTA, and KISSsoft.  
Romax Nexus and MASTA have advanced NVH capabilities compared to other TIER I and TIER II software on the market.

▪ Tier 3:  Focus on purely numerical methods to look at the system design of the gear system in a dynamic environment.  MBD 
software like Transmission3D, Adams Machinery, and AVL EXCITE are common software used for this type of analysis.

▪ There are overlaps in the software, in terms of what Tiers they can operate in.



Poisson’s Effect



Errors in Using the Hertz Formulation for Gears With 

Hydrodynamic Lubrication



Effect of Modifying the Curvature or Not Modifying the 

Curvature Based on the Microgeometry

Tip Relief



Reference: ISO 6336-1, Page 72



▪ Several different methods have already been implemented for improving the analytical 
contact stiffness formulas.

1. A ‘plane function’ was introduced to change from assumptions of plane stress and 
plane strain.  A value of 0 gives plane stress formulations, a value of 1 gives plane 
strain formulations, or a value in-between can be picked.  The function can be made a 
function of the gear face width.

2. The Weber contact stiffness was reformulated to capture the effect when the contact 
width becomes large.  In addition the contact stiffness was formulated for both plane 
strain and plane stress conditions, in a single equation, using the plane function.

3. The limits of integration for the bending stiffness was increased from ℎ𝑖 to ℎ𝑐, 
departing from Weber’s work.

4. The work of Sainsot and Velex for the formulation of the body stiffness was formulated 
for both plane stress and plane strain, providing surface fits for each case.

5. All of the tooth stiffness derivations include the plane function, when applicable, to 
change assumptions of plane stress to plane strain within the same equation.

6. The torsional stiffness of the tooth was formulated, including the warping effects, 
which will be used for the coupling stiffness for the coupled slice method 
implemented in GearDyn.



▪ The improved coupled slice method needs to first be implemented into GearDyn.

▪ Next, a set of two gears will be designed, for three assembly cases.

▪ The gear prints and all necessary data to model them in a LTCA will be sent to all gear software providers in this 
presentation, for them to use their software to predict transmission error and contact stress.

▪ Finally, GearDyn will be compared against all the other commercial software on the market.

▪ The results from the FEM, using either ANSYS or Abaqus, will be the primary results used for verification.

Case 1: Helical Gears With 

Small Face Widths, No 

Modifications, In Tight Mesh

Case 2: Thin Rimmed Helical Gears 

With Large Face Widths, Profile and 

Lead Modifications, and Extended 

Tip Contact

Case 3: Helical Gears With Different 

Face Widths and an Offset







1. Abaqus: https://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/products/abaqus/

2. Adams Machinery: https://www.mscsoftware.com/product/adams-machinery

3. AGS: https://www.ags-gears.com/products

4. Altair SimLab: https://www.altair.com/simlab/

5. Amesim: https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/global/en/products/simcenter/simcenter-amesim.html

6. ANSYS: https://www.ansys.com/products/structures

7. AVL EXCITE: https://www.avl.com/excite

8. DIS: http://www.ascience.com/ScProducts.htm

9. eAssistant: https://www.eassistant.eu/en/eassistant/gear-calculation.html

10. EXCEL-LENT: http://www.excel-lentsoftware.com/index.html

11. FVA-Workbench: https://www.fva-service.de/en/fva-workbench/

12. Gear Production Suite: http://www.dontynesystems.com/about-us

13. GEMS: https://www.gleason.com/en/products/gear-design-products/gear-design/gear-design/gems-gleason-engineering-and-manufacturing-system

14. GT-SUITE: https://www.gtisoft.com/gt-suite/gt-suite-overview/

15. HyGEARS: https://www.hygears.com

16. IGD: https://www.rit.edu/kgcoe/grc/igd-integrated-gear-design

17. IGS: https://www.uts.com/resources/IGS/IGS_Overview.htm

18. KIMOS: https://klingelnberg.de/en/business-divisions/oerlikon/software/detail-page/product/kimos/

19. KISSsoft: https://www.kisssoft.ch/english/home/index.php

20. MASTA: https://www.smartmt.com/cae-software/masta/overview/

21. MDESIGN LVR: https://driveconcepts.com/en/mdesign-lvr/

22. MITCalc: http://www.mitcalc.com

23. NASTRAN: https://www.mscsoftware.com/product/msc-nastran

24. PowerGear: https://geardoc.com/power-gear-software/

25. RecurDyn: https://support.functionbay.com/en/page/single/58/recurdyn-technology-multibody-dynamics

26. RIKOR: https://www.fzg.mw.tum.de/en/research/simulation-and-computer-programs/

27. Romax Nexus: https://romaxtech.com/software/

28. SABR: https://software.ricardo.com/products/sabr/sabr-gear-design

29. Simpack: https://www.3ds.com/products-services/simulia/products/simpack/

30. SimulationX: https://www.simulationx.com/system-simulation/physics/mechanics.html

31. SPARTApro: https://www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de/cms/www_content/en/728ba433e142e883c1258234004a88de.htm

32. STIRAK: https://www.wzl.rwth-aachen.de/cms/www_content/en/5e9c33a39afbcc7dc1257081003cec41.htm

33. Transmission3D: http://ansol.us/Products/TX3/

34. WindowsLDP: https://gearlab.osu.edu/windowsldp
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